Circumpolar Experiential Education and inquiry (CEEi)
Greetings UARCTIC SUMMIT 2021 from....

Alaska Pacific University

... Small (700 students), private, new member of the UArctic
VISION:
Honoring Alaska’s Indigenous heritage, exemplifying excellence, and preparing paths.

MISSION:
APU provides a world-class, hands-on, culturally responsive educational experience in collaboration with our students, communities, and Tribal partners.
North2North Students welcome!!!!!!!
Winter Alpine Sports

Skiing and snowboarding for credit and as an academic focus of a degree program

Snow Science

Inclusive instructing for people living with Disabilities Challenge Alaska

**Liberal arts and sciences of skiing and snowboarding** B.A. Senior Project

Internships and job placements at Alyeska Ski Resort, Alaska Avalanche School, Mountain learning Center.
TRANSDISCIPLINARY: SKIING AND RIDING AS ACADEMIC
Call to action! JOIN IN ON THE PILOT YEAR OF CEEi!

North2North Ski Ride 2021/22

Will adapt and customize the existing ski/ride course to include North2North students.
Service Learning

Seeds of change   Food bank of Alaska
Seedlab @ Anchorage Museum   Challenge Alaska
CALL TO ACTION

Join in on digital service learning across the UArctic Network!
Kayaking, canoeing, and paddleboarding

INFLATABLE HERITAGE!
PURSUING PADDLING AS KNOWLEDGE +

Can outdoor adventure and experiential knowledge COUNT as disciplinary knowledge?

Exploring the overlapping worlds of traditional, indigenous, and academic teaching/learning/research.
HYPE ME: Inflatable Heritage as academic discipline?

8 years canoeing tripping in Temagami, Ontario

10 years as an Outward Bound Instructor Rivers/Lakes

7 years as a traditional kayaking instructor at indigenous spirit camps in Prince William Sound
HYPE ME!  A potential friend and collaborator in Alaska

Adventure based experiential education as academic discipline.  
Ph.D. Educational Leadership and Policy studies
Dissertation Paideia Portage outdoor leadership and the liberal arts
15 years as professor of integrating liberal arts and sciences with outdoor adventure  outdoor leadership
CALL TO ACTION

2022 UARCTIC EXPEDITION ON THE YUKON RIVER THAT BEGINS IN CANADA AND ENDS IN ALASKA OR OTHER VENTURES.....
THANKS FOR INCLUDING ME...........

Michael Kaplan PhD
Associate Professor of Outdoor Studies
mkaplan@alaskapacific.edu